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Public unease about industry's influence over clinical research has never been greater. Recent events have elevated concerns about financial ties among investigators, academic medical centers, and industry sponsors, 1-4 and disquieting findings have emerged about the legal relationships these entities form to conduct clinical trials. 5-8 Tort liti gation brought by injured research subjects has accentuated the legal dimensions of clinical re search relationships. [9] [10] [11] These areas of focus converged in Abney v. Amgen, an important case decided in March 2006 by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Cir cuit. 12 The dispute centered on the legal obliga tion of an industry sponsor to provide clinicaltrial participants with an investigational medication after the termination of a study. The court held that despite a provision in the consent form stat ing that subjects could elect to continue taking the study drug for up to 2 years after the trial ended, the sponsor had no obligation to provide the drug. It grounded this conclusion in a deter mination that the plaintiffs had not entered into a legal relationship with the sponsor that would bind Amgen to fulfill this promise.
The Abney case raises weighty legal issues for academic medical centers and their research fac ulty, as well as troublesome ethical questions. 13 The case underscores that notwithstanding the advantages of an armslength relationship be tween academic investigators and industry spon sors, such an arrangement has undesirable legal consequences.
the gdnf clinic al trial
Edward Abney and his seven fellow plaintiffs were patients with Parkinson's disease who en rolled in a phase 2 trial of a synthetic protein called glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) at the University of Kentucky Medical Center in 2003. 14 The drug was delivered by direct infusion into the putamen, a region deep in the brain, through a surgically placed catheter. The multicenter trial was sponsored by Amgen, which had spent $150 million to acquire the biotechnol ogy company that developed GDNF. As is custom ary, Amgen executed a clinicaltrial agreement with the university to set up the trial and sub mitted the study protocol to the university's in stitutional review board (IRB).
The protocol and consent form stated that at the end of the trial, the subjects "may elect to continue treatment for up to an additional 24 months." The consent form also stated that sub jects could be withdrawn from the study if the investigators deemed that the risk to them out weighed the benefits, if they were noncompliant with instructions, or "if the agency funding the study decides to stop the study early for a variety of reasons."
The trial showed disappointing results based on analysis of the primary efficacy end point (percent change in the baseline motor score at 6 months). Though the improvement among those receiving GDNF was slightly greater than among those receiving placebo, the difference did not achieve statistical significance. 14 Nevertheless, Amgen decided to continue the trial, with all 34 subjects receiving openlabel GDNF. However, in September 2004, Amgen informed the university that it had decided to stop the trial, citing three concerns. First, neutralizing antibodies that could also attack naturally occurring GDNF had devel oped in several subjects. Second, brain lesions had been discovered in studies of GDNF in pri mates. Third, the drug apparently lacked efficacy. Before making its announcement, Amgen consult ed with Food and Drug Administration (FDA) officials, who agreed that termination of the study would be reasonable but said the decision was entirely Amgen's. 15 Many subjects, however, believed that their conditions had improved and wanted to continue receiving GDNF. Amgen met with FDA officials to discuss whether "compassionate use" of GDNF would be appropriate. The FDA granted its per mission but gave Amgen discretion to decide whether it would provide the drug. The company declined, and the subjects sued, alleging that the termination decision was financially motivated. 16 pl aintiffs ' cl aims and cour t ' s findings
The plaintiffs advanced three legal arguments, all variants on the theme that Amgen had broken a promise to subjects to provide posttrial access to the drug. First, they claimed that Amgen had breached its contract with subjects. Second, they alleged "promissory estoppel." This legal doctrine proposes that if Person A reneges on a promise on which Person B has reasonably relied, to B's detriment, fairness may require that A make B whole, even if the promise was not set forth in a valid contract. Finally, they argued that Amgen violated its fiduciary duty to them.
A federal district court rejected these argu ments and denied the plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary injunction to compel Amgen to con tinue providing GDNF. The plaintiffs then ap pealed to the Sixth Circuit, which affirmed the lower court's holding. (A plaintiff's burden of proof to obtain a preliminary injunction is more onerous than his or her burden at trial; denial of a preliminary injunction does not necessarily indicate that a claim will ultimately fail.)
The district court made three key findings, drawing on precedent in a similar case. 15 First, no contract existed between the research subjects and Amgen. The subjects had a contract with the university (and through it, the investigators): the consent form. The university and the investiga tors had a contract with Amgen: the clinical study agreement. But neither of these documents cre ated a contractual obligation between Amgen and the subjects or gave the investigators authority to make promises that would bind Amgen. That might have been the case if Amgen and the inves tigators had had a principal-agent relationship, but such a relationship requires a high degree of control by the principal over the agent's work that rarely (if ever) applies to research faculty. Rather, as outlined in the clinicaltrial agreement signed by Amgen and the university, the investi gators were independent contractors, working out side Amgen's control. The court specifically reject ed the theory of "apparent authority," through which an independent contractor may be treated as a legal agent if the principal holds the contrac tor out as having the authority to act on the prin cipal's behalf. Although subjects may have believed the investigators were authorized to speak for Amgen when they promised access to the drug, Amgen itself never gave them specific reason to think so.
Similarly, the court found, the estoppel claim would not succeed because Amgen had made no direct promises to the subjects. The promise came from the investigators, not the sponsor, and again the investigators had no authority to speak for Amgen. In addition, the court held that the con sentform provision regarding extended treatment was subject to the caveat (found elsewhere in the form) that the sponsor could decide to terminate the study "for a variety of reasons."
Finally, the court held that Amgen did not have a fiduciary duty to the subjects "to amelio rate their pain and treat their illness with the best medicine available." 12 A fiduciary duty may be inferred from a relationship in which one party reposes trust in the integrity of another party who has agreed to act primarily for his or her benefit. 17 The court found no such relationship between Amgen and the subjects because the company's reasons for sponsoring the study were not primarily to benefit the subjects.
The court noted, however, that Abney might have a viable lawsuit against the University of Ken tucky's IRB and investigators. It observed that "it was the University that was legally bound by the Informed Consent Document and thus argu ably legally obligated to continue to administer the treatment to the plaintiffs." Citing the Mary land Court of Appeals' holding in Grimes v. Kennedy Krieger Institute, 9 the court opined that inves tigators owe a duty to subjects that goes beyond the statements in the consent form. It further found that the university had done a poor job of informing subjects about the circumstances un der which the trial might be stopped and how that might affect their access to the drug.
leg al conte x t
Abney highlights the complexity of legal relation ships among the parties to clinical trials. We briefly review the relevant law before turning to ethical and policy considerations surrounding the question of industry sponsors' obligations to subjects.
Clinical trials are governed by a web of con tracts (Fig. 1) . First, academic medical centers execute clinicaltrial agreements with industry sponsors, in which institutions accept money in exchange for providing research services and fa cilities and (along with investigators) commit to certain responsibilities. When investigators are signatories to these agreements, they become bound by them as well. The study protocol, which may be explicitly referenced in the clinicaltrial agreement, helps define the scope of work under this contract.
Second, the nature of investigators' relation ship with the institution (including the general rights and responsibilities that accompany it) is established by an employment contract or affili ation agreement. There are diverse models for this relationship; frequently, the employment con tract will not address the conduct of research, but the nature of the relationship will dictate the degree of control that the institution has over the investigators' research activities.
Third, the consent agreement sets the param eters of the relationship between the research subjects and the investigators and the institution. The institution is considered a party to this agree ment because it has responsibility for monitoring the integrity of the research conducted by its em ployees and affiliates. In addition, it generally approves the consent form through its IRB. Be cause the consent form typically mentions that the IRB has approved the study, it implicitly rep resents that the investigators will adhere to the study protocol (with approved modifications). Most courts have characterized the consent form as creating a "unilateral contract," in which a promise (by the investigators and institution) is exchanged for a "performance" (the subject's par ticipation in a trial). This kind of contract does not bind the subjects to go through with the per formance, but if they do, the promisor must ful fill the promise.
Conspicuously absent from this web is a strand directly connecting subjects to sponsors. In theo ry, it might be possible to draft a consent form so as to bind the sponsor to certain obligations, 15 but this does not happen in practice. Circumstanc es exist in which courts will find a quasicontrac tual or fiduciary relationship between two par ties even when no explicit contract exists; however, Abney suggests that the sponsor-subject relation ship does not call for this type of intervention. The finding of a fiduciary relationship be tween two parties carries great legal significance. A fiduciary relationship creates two legal duties: a duty of care, which requires diligence in making decisions on the beneficiary's behalf, and a duty of loyalty, which requires the fiduciary to pro mote the beneficiary's best interests. 18 Examples of fiduciary relationships include those of physi cian and patient, trustee and beneficiary, guard ian and ward, director and shareholder, and attor ney and client.
The courts have rarely considered the legal ob ligations that research sponsors owe to subjects, but some precedent exists. According to the dis trict court in Abney, no court has found a fidu ciary relationship between a clinicaltrial sponsor and the subjects, nor can such a relationship be inferred from the Common Rule or other regula tions. 16 A Massachusetts court held that although investigators in a genetransfer trial had duties health law, ethics, and human rights The study protocol helps to define the scope of work under the clinical-trial agreement. The informed-consent form implies reasonable adherence to the study protocol on the part of the investigators.
to subjects that could give rise to a negligence suit, the industry sponsor did not have such du ties, because it did not conduct the trial. 19 A North Carolina court dismissed claims for negligence and breach of fiduciary duty against an industry sponsor of a trial of a psoriasis drug, holding that only health care providers could have fidu ciary duties. 20 As the Abney court suggested, there appears to be no precedent supporting the notion that sponsors of research conducted at academic medical centers have direct legal duties -of any kind -to subjects. (Although subjects con ceivably could file fraud claims against sponsors who misrepresented information to them or prod uct liability claims alleging that an investigation al product was defective, more general claims grounded in negligence or breach of contract appear precluded.)
In contrast, several courts have held that re search institutions and investigators have a "spe cial relationship" to subjects that creates legal duties, including a duty to seek informed con sent and a general duty of care in the conduct of research that could give rise to a negligence ac tion. 9,21-25 The special relationship arises from both the informedconsent agreement and the Common Rule. However, the relationship does not constitute a fiduciary relationship. 9, 23 The Abney decision appears faithful to these precedents and to principles of contract law. Al though not binding on other jurisdictions, other courts would probably hold similar views. The subjects' relationship with the investigators and the university may have involved a duty of care, but there is little basis for concluding that Amgen owed the subjects anything. Only a few courts 9,26-28 have ruled on whether a research consent form can constitute a legal contract that binds the in vestigators and institution, but their answer has nearly always been yes 29 (and Lynch HF: personal communication) . Regardless of whether the inves tigators and institution were themselves contrac tually bound, however, neither was authorized to make representations that would bind Amgen.
Legal precedent supports the general proposi tion that a consent form can create a binding obligation on an industry sponsor to provide the investigational medication after the trial is over. 26 However, this precedent emanates from a case in which the company conducted the trial itself, rather than contracting with academic investiga tors. In that case, the company was unquestion ably a party to the consent agreement. Thus, the legal rules may be different for research conduct ed "in house" and perhaps also by contract re search organizations if the sponsor tightly con trols their work.
A legal theory under which investigators or sponsors stand in a fiduciary relationship to sub jects would be fundamentally at odds with the nature of the research enterprise. The foremost duty of the investigators and the sponsor cannot be to maximize the interests of subjects, because that could conflict with the dictates of the study protocol and sound science in a range of circum stances. 18, [30] [31] [32] Their mission is scientific, not therapeutic; investigators may not, for example, deviate from the protocol to take actions that they think will better serve the interests of particular subjects. 10 Furthermore, industry sponsors can not have fiduciary relationships with subjects, be cause corporations have fiduciary duties to their shareholders that preclude their giving subjects' interests the "undivided loyalty" that fiduciary relationships require. 33 e thic al consider ations Though a plausible reading of the law, Abney raises troubling ethical questions. First, how far do spon sors' and investigators' obligations to research subjects extend after completion of a trial, and what grounds those obligations? According to the Declaration of Helsinki, when a study ends, every subject "should be assured of access to the best proven prophylactic, diagnostic and therapeutic methods identified by the study." 34 This require ment might be criticized as too onerous, given the openended obligations it potentially imposes. 35 It is also unhelpful in most earlyphase trials, in the clarification of obligations to subjects before study data are mature, and in cases in which trials are terminated too early to determine whether the investigational drug is the "best proven" therapy. In the present case, given legitimate con cerns about safety and efficacy, Amgen's refusal to provide GDNF after the trial ended did not violate Helsinki's mandate.
However, even if general principles of research ethics would not require provision of the drug in this case, the consent agreement arguably cre ated additional obligations by promising subjects that they could decide whether to continue tak ing the drug. Where this representation was ma terial to their decision to participate, then regard less of whether a legal contract existed, a compact, or covenant, did -and the company has an ethical duty to keep its end of the bargain. Al though the consent form gave Amgen the right to stop the trial "for a variety of reasons," it was unclear whether this clause qualified the promise of continued access to GDNF after trial closure. Given subjects' relative lack of sophistication, it is reasonable to construe ambiguities in the con sent form in their favor. Furthermore, although nonmaleficence concerns suggest that strong evi dence of serious toxicity should overcome the presumption of continued access, without appro priate qualification of the promise in the con sent agreement, an apparent lack of efficacy trig gers no such concerns.
Second, what are the implications of viewing the academic investigators' relationship with the sponsor as that of an independent contractor? The facts of the Abney case suggest that academic medical centers, IRBs, and investigators may mis understand the limits that clinicaltrial agreements place on their ability to make promises to re search subjects. The decision and its precedents imply that the law will offer little help to sub jects seeking to enforce those promises insofar as they require resources from sponsors. This outcome is unsettling.
Commentators have generally advocated an armslength relationship between industry spon sors and academic investigators, because such a relationship is believed to protect investigators' freedom, reduce conflicts of interest, and pro mote scientific integrity. By setting up academic investigators as independent contractors, how ever, sponsors evade direct liability to subjects and create a legal immunity that seems unfair. Nevertheless, the alternative -making academic investigators the legal agents of pharmaceutical companies -is unappealing because it would place investigators' work in clinical trials under the direct control of the companies. The arms length relationship is appropriate, then, but aca demic medical centers must take measures to pro tect subjects from its potential consequences.
Finally, Abney raises questions about whether the nature of the industry-academic relationship and its implications for the terms of clinical trial participation are sufficiently clear to research subjects. Specifically, is a typical participant in an industryfunded trial likely to understand the limitations of the investigators' authority to make binding commitments? Surely most subjects will infer that if investigators are promising access to the drug after trial completion, they have secured the sponsor's agreement to provide it. Should not subjects' perspectives matter in construing ethi cal obligations, particularly if sponsors are aware of how the arrangement will look to subjects? Although the Abney court signaled that (without a bona fide "apparent authority" relationship) the subject's perspective will not matter in constru ing legal obligations, we should think differently about ethical obligations.
If research subjects routinely misunderstand the authority of investigators and institutions to make promises that implicate sponsors, this sug gests the need for greater transparency. One ques tion is whether clinicaltrial agreements, which are typically confidential, 5,8 should be made avail able to subjects. Such agreements are clearly piv otal in defining important obligations and rela tionships that affect subjects' rights and wellbeing. However, most subjects are unlikely to compre hend these complex documents. We should in stead seek a way to evaluate the promises inves tigators make in light of the authority granted them in the clinicaltrial agreement and then dis till the relevant information for subjects. At pres ent, clinicaltrial agreements are not routinely reviewed by IRBs, and research administrators report that such documents are poorly under stood by investigators. 5 recommendations for ac ademic medic al center s
Academic medical centers must recognize the substantial risk of conflicts and contradictions within the web of contracts governing research relationships. They face liability exposure if they fail to monitor these conflicts and make prom ises to subjects that cannot be fulfilled. Because of sponsors' legal immunity and investigators' obligations to safeguard the welfare of subjects, the burden of ensuring that agreements and promises are consistent and transparent falls on academic medical centers and their programs for human research protection. Given their central role in ensuring that clin ical trials at an institution are conducted in an ethical manner, IRBs may be best positioned to accept responsibility for ensuring consistency health law, ethics, and human rights among clinicaltrial agreements, protocols, and consent forms. 36 As currently constituted, how ever, most IRBs are probably incapable of per forming this function. An alternative would be to create an administrative liaison between IRBs and offices that administer grants and contracts.
Three goals should guide efforts to reconcile clinicaltrial agreements, protocols, and consent forms. First, any promises to subjects that are articulated in the consent process or form must be backed either by the legal authority to bind the sponsor or by the institution's ability to sat isfy the promise independently. Academic medi cal centers and investigators must realize that they are not passively conveying a sponsor's prom ise to potential subjects through the consent form; rather, they are themselves making a prom ise and must therefore be able to fulfill it. Sec ond, they must clearly communicate any limits on promises to prospective subjects. Finally, any aspects of the study design that the institution views as necessary to the ethical justification of the trial must be legally enforceable, typically by incorporation into the clinicaltrial agreement. For example, if the institution views access to the study drug after conclusion of study participation as ethically required, that obligation must be en forceable through appropriate contract language. Much of the problem highlighted by Abney can be avoided through more careful drafting of con tracts.
Some observers may object that our proposal contributes to the lawyerization of clinical re search, which many perceive as imposing bureauc racy on the research enterprise with little benefit to subjects. 37 A greater focus on legal issues may lead IRBs to orient consent forms more toward exculpatory provisions, an undesirable result. But as Abney shows, clinical trials are already inti mately governed by legal relationships, and the implications of these arrangements can go to the heart of what matters to participants. Whatever the wisdom of treating consent forms as contracts, that is the current state of the law. To ignore this reality not only exposes academic medical centers to potential liability but also compromises their ability to understand and fulfill their ethical ob ligations to subjects.
